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Abstract. We aim to develop a Chinese speech recognition system to apply to the
control of Internet of Things (IoT) for smart home systems based on hidden Markov
model (HMM). A speech reference model is established with the pre-processed speech sig-
nals through the characteristic parameters of Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC),
and this reference model will compare the user-input speech signals and achieve speech
recognition. The speech recognition system makes its comparison with the use of hidden
Markov model. Finally, this Chinese speech recognition system is applied to Internet of
Things for smart home systems to allow the users to control them via speech recognition
and achieve the effect of human-computer interaction to validate the reliability and via-
bility of the system.
Keywords: Chinese speech recognition, Internet of Things, Hidden Markov model,
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients

1. Introduction. The modern speech recognition systems can be traced back to the
Automatic Speaker Isolated Digits Recognition System proposed by Davis et al. of the
Bell Labs in 1952 [1] which extracted the spectral characteristics of vowels in a speech
for recognition. In the 1980s, speech recognition development reached a peak, and the
speech recognition method transformed from a rule-based model to a statistics based
model. The hidden Markov model (HMM) [2,3] proposed by Baum was the most sig-
nificant breakthrough in speech recognition. The HMM research made a substantial
progress in the development of the continuous speech recognition system. At present,
statistics-based models of the speech recognition system are the mainstream [4]. Com-
mon statistics-based models of the speech recognition system mainly consist of speech
pre-processing, characteristic extraction, statistical acoustic models and language mod-
els. In the speech recognition system and the characteristic extraction, the main task
is to extract from speech signals useful characteristic parameters. Most of the common
characteristic extraction methods currently are used based on Fourier transform, linear
prediction and cepstral analysis. Among them, linear prediction coefficients (LPC) [5] and
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [6] are the ones that are most widely used.
In the aspect of acoustic models, most systems use HMM as a basis. In 2012 Mohamed et
al. proposed a pre-trained method in Deep Neuron Networks (DNN) [7] to solve the local
convergence and computational intensity problems. However, the fact that deep learning
requires substantial speech data as training samples makes it difficult to be used in the
laboratory. Therefore, we use HMM-based speech recognition method. Our purpose is
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to develop a controller based on Chinese speech recognition [8], as a bridge of communi-
cation between persons and Internet of Things. In this way, we can significantly reduce
the complexity of the operation. A variety of electrical devices can be directly controlled
by speech commands. It can be like interpersonal communication between people and
devices and it can enhance the experience of human-machine interface.

2. Speech Characteristic Extraction. The characteristics of a speech signal must be
obtained before speech recognition. This chapter discusses how to obtain a speech signal’s
characteristic parameter.

2.1. Speech signal pre-processing. Speech signals need to be pre-processed to extract
the desired feature vector. Speech signal pre-processing contains audio sampling, pre-
emphasis, frame blocking and windowing.

2.2. Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients. The feature vector of speech signals must
be extracted before speech recognition, and the feature vector is used to represent the
characteristics of the speech signals. As signal characteristics cannot be easily identi-
fied from signal changes in the time domain, we use Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC) to extract the characteristics.

2.3. Triangular bandpass filter. The paper uses the Mel Scale to represent the human
ear’s sensory judgment of pitch changes, and the conversion equation between frequencies
and the Mel Scale can be expressed in Equation (1).

mel(f) = 2595 log10

(
1 +

f

700

)
(1)

Figure 1 shows the frequency at low frequencies, the spacing of triangular filters is dense
and bandwidths are narrow. And with the increase of frequencies, the spacing and band-
widths also increase in order to simulate the human ear which has better sensitivity at
low frequencies than high frequencies.

Figure 1. The corresponding relationship between frequencies and the
Mel-frequency filter group
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3. Speech Recognition Based on HMM. Speech recognition can be divided into
isolated-word speech recognition and continuous speech recognition according to differ-
ent targets of recognition. Because isolated-word speech recognition uses dynamic time
warping (DTW), each speech input needs to be compared with all of the reference speech
samples. If the vocabulary volume is large, the time required for recognition is long. Be-
sides, because a specific speaker’s voice is used as reference samples, the system’s speech
recognition effect is poor other than the specific person’s speech, and thus a universal
speech recognition system cannot be established. In order to accelerate the speed of
speech recognition and establish a speaker-independent speech recognition system, we
use continuous speech recognition based on the hidden Markov model to avoid these
problems.

3.1. Acoustic model. In HMM-based speech recognition, an acoustic model needs to
be established first. Because continuous speech recognition is required, a phoneme is used
as a speech recognition unit, and an HMM is used to describe each unit to be recognized.
Acoustic model training is the estimation of HMM’s µ and Σ. Every state output of HMM
can be expressed as an independent Gaussian probability density function as in Equation
(2). bj(ot) is the state probability, showing the probability of bj in the ot state.

bj(ot) =
1√

(2π)n|Σj|
e−

1
2
(ot−µj)

′Σ−1
j (ot−µj) (2)

The maximum likelihood estimation of µj and Σj can be expressed as in Equation (3):

µ̂j =

∑T
t=1 Lj(t)ot∑T
t=1 Lj(t)

, Σ̂j =

∑T
t=1 Lj(t)(ot − µt)(ot − µt)

′∑T
t=1 Lj(t)

(3)

where Lj(t) represents the probability of being in state j at time t. We use the Baum-
Welch algorithm to find the parameters of the acoustic model.

3.2. Baum-Welch algorithm. Baum-Welch algorithm [9] is an algorithm for HMM
model’s parameter revaluation. In order to calculate Lj(t), the forward probability αj(t)
of model M is defined in Equation (4).

αj(t) = P (o1, . . . , ot, x(t) = j|M) (4)

x(t) = j means it is in state j at time t, and αj(t) is the joint probability of the sum of
t speech vectors in state j at time t. Equation (4) is represented as a recursive form as
Equation (5) to make calculation efficient. Equation (5) can be illustrated in Figure 2.

αj(t) =

[
N−1∑
i=2

αi(t − 1)aij

]
bj(ot+1), 1 < j ≤ N (5)

Figure 2. Forward proba-
bility graph

Figure 3. Backward proba-
bility graph
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The termination condition Equation (4) similar to the forward probability defines the
backward probability βj(t) of model M as in Equation (6).

βj(t) = P (ot+1, . . . , oT , x(t) = j|M) (6)

The recursive conversion is also performed for backward probability, such as in Equation
(7). Equation (7) can be illustrated in Figure 3.

βj(t) =
N∑

j=1

aijbj(ot+1)βi(t + 1), 1 ≤ j ≤ N (7)

Therefore, the state of occupancy probability Lj(t) can be obtained by calculating the
product of the forward probability αj(t) and the backward probability βj(t) as in Equation
(8).

Lj(t) =
1

P
αj(t)βj(t), P = P (O|M) (8)

The procedures of the Baum-Welch algorithm can be summarized as follows.
1) Calculate all the forward probability αj(t) and backward probability βj(t) in state j

at time t.
2) For each state j and time t, we use state of occupancy probability Lj(t) and the

current observation vector to update the density function µ and the covariance matrix Σ
in that state.

3) Use the final density function µ and covariance matrix Σ to recalculate the model’s
parameter value.

4) If the P (O|M) result of this iteration is not higher than the previous value, then
stop the iteration; otherwise repeat the above calculation with a new parameter value.

3.3. Recognition. We use the Viterbi algorithm to search for the model which generates
the maximum P (O|M).

3.4. Viterbi algorithm. For a trained model, make ϕj(t) represent the maximum prob-
ability of the observed speech vectors o1, . . . , ot in state j at time t, and this can be
calculated with the recursion equation in Equation (9).

ϕj(t + 1) = max
1≤i≤N

{ϕj(t)aij} bjot+1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N (9)

The maximum likelihood P̂ (O|M) is:

ϕj(t + 1) = max
1≤i≤N

{ϕj(t)aiN} , 1 ≤ j ≤ N (10)

As in Figure 4, Viterbi algorithm [10] is the best method to find a path in a matrix. In
the path from left to right at time t, each part of the path ϕj(T ) for all the state j is
known, so Equation (10) can be used to calculate the probability of the entire path.

3.5. Continuous speech recognition. The phoneme recognition is extended to contin-
uous speech recognition. The trained acoustic models need to be connected in sequence,
and each model in the sequence will correspond to a phoneme, as shown in Figure 5.

3.6. Tri-phone model. In order to increase the speech recognition accuracy, we add a
tri-phone model in the related context. A tri-phone model uses a continuous tri-phone
as the acoustic model, and the training of the tri-phone model is shown in Figure 6.
A trained single-phoneme HMM is used to establish an initial tri-phone model through
artificial markings of the table of tri-phone and phone. Furthermore, the initial tri-
phone model and speech characteristics as well as artificial markings are retrained with
the previously mentioned Baum Welch algorithm, and the state distributions among the
models are connected with tree-based classifiers to make the output distribution more
robust. After the process we can get the tri-phone HMM’s model connects the states.
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Figure 4. The signal recorder
of the defect recognition system

Figure 5. Continuous speech recognition

Figure 6. Tri-phone training

Figure 7. Speech recognition-based IoT for smart home system
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4. Experiment Results. We design and implement a speech-controlled IoT for smart
home system. The flowchart of system is shown in Figure 7 and the system architecture
is shown in Figure 8. The client side mainly includes computers, smart phones and
wearable equipment with a browser and microphone. HTML5, JavaScript and other
Internet technologies are used to record a speech, and the speech is transmitted to the
server side for analysis via the Internet WebSocket protocol. The server side according
to the function can be divided into speech recognition and IoT control. After the speech
signals are received from the client side via WebSocket, they are converted by an embedded
system to a machine understandable command to control other IoT devices. Arduinos
as well as traditional electrical devices can be used for the controlled devices via the
IoT interface, and here the Arduinos used are ArduinoYún and ArduinoUNO. First of
all the speech signal recorded from the client side is transmitted to the server through
the Internet. They are converted by an embedded system to a machine understandable
command to control the IoT terminal equipment through the Internet.

Figure 8. System architecture Figure 9. Recognition results

4.1. Speech recognition test. It requires a large amount of speech samples to train a
model. We use 400 speech samples as the training set, and the recording specifications are
mono, sampling frequency of 8kHz, sampling resolution of 8bits WAV files, and a quiet
laboratory recording environment. After marking the speech content, the Baum-Welch
algorithm mentioned in the paper is used for phoneme training. We use a webpage as the
interface for user interaction. Figure 9 shows the recognition results after the user on the
client side uses his/her own microphone to give control commands.

4.2. Recognition rate. From here, percent correct and percent accuracy are defined
first. The definition of percent correct is in Equation (11).

Percent Correct =
N − D − S

N
× 100% (11)

The definition of percent accuracy is in Equation (12).

Percent Accuracy =
N − D − S − I

N
× 100% (12)

where N is the total number of test speeches. D (Deletion Error): the phoneme is in the
correct results but not recognized. S (Substitution Error): the phoneme is incorrectly
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recognized. I (Insertion Error): the phoneme is not in the correct results but that is
recognized.

4.3. Test 1. In Test 1 a recognition rate test is conducted on the number of frame
sampling points and whether tri-phone recognition is used. 100 specific samples were
used for testing, and the best parameters are selected for the system. Table 1 shows the
correct recognition rates for phonemes and words of the respective frame.

Table 1. Frame sampling point numbers and overlap numbers

Frame size Frame displacement SENT WORD

20ms 10ms Correct: 98.00%
Correct: 97.26%

Accuracy: 97.26%

25ms 10ms Correct: 98.00%
Correct: 97.39%

Accuracy: 97.39%

25ms 15ms Correct: 98.00%
Correct: 97.26%

Accuracy: 97.26%

30ms 15ms Correct: 98.00%
Correct: 97.26%

Accuracy: 97.26%

Table 2 shows the comparison of tri-phone-bound and non-tri-phone-bound recognition
accuracy rates. Here we select the one with the best recognition effect, the frame with a
length of 25ms and a displacement of 10ms as the main parameter, and use tri-phone to
further improve the system’s recognition rate.

Table 2. Whether Tri-phone is used

Frame size
Frame

displacement
SENT WORD

Single phone 25ms 10ms Correct: 98.00%
Correct: 97.39%

Accuracy: 100.00%

Tri-phone 25ms 10ms Correct: 100.00%
Correct: 97.39%

Accuracy: 100.00%

4.4. Test 2. The comparison between specific speakers and non-specific speakers is shown
in Table 3. The results show that the recognition accuracy of non-specific speakers is
slightly lower than that of specific speakers, but the recognition accuracy is still good.

Table 3. The recognition accuracy between specific speakers and non-
specific speakers

Frame size
Frame

displacement
SENT WORD

Specific speakers 25ms 10ms Correct: 100.00%
Correct: 100.00%

Accuracy: 100.00%
Non-specific

speakers
25ms 10ms Correct: 90.00%

Correct: 98.63%
Accuracy: 98.63%

4.5. Test of IoT for smart home systems. Figure 10 is the server interface, and Figure
11 is the webpage for a mobile phone. The user must use a computer, mobile phone or
smart watch to transmit through the webpage the speech signals to the server, which
will recognize and convert the speech signals into machine-understandable commands to
control IoT devices. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the results of a user giving a command
to an IoT for smart home system through the webpage to switch on and off a light bulb.
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Figure 10. Server interface Figure 11. Mobile phone interface

Figure 12. The light bulb
being switched on

Figure 13. Recognition results

5. Conclusion. We complete an application of HMM-based speech recognition on In-
ternet of Things for smart home systems. The system can be divided into two parts,
namely speech recognition and IoT for smart home systems. Speech recognition mainly
uses HMM and a tri-phone mode to establish a tri-phone-based acoustic model for speech
signals, and uses the Viterbi algorithm to obtain a model closest to the input speech to
achieve speech recognition. For non-specific speakers the recognition rate is as high as
90%. In order to reduce the cost of equipment replacement and let families enjoy the
convenience brought by IoT for smart home systems. We use WiFi to transmit control
command, and use embedded devices to provide the ability to connect IoT in an upgraded
manner for the controlled device side. The future works also learn a lot of data to train
the acoustic model by deep learning method, and furthermore improve the recognition
rate. In terms of security, we can add the speaker recognition. Let IoT for smart home
system with the ability identify a user.
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